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Kolba a thousand splendid suns

Edit Share Sakon and Ukon's unnamed kekkei genkai give them a unique ability to break down their bodies to a molecular level. The two brothers often use this ability to share the same body but can also use it to combine with the organs of others and destroy host cells from the inside. When the saxon needs help, Ukon can bring some body parts to block or
attack the. Ukon's arms and legs can appear to increase the force and amount of Saxon's physical attacks. If necessary, Ukon can be separated from Saxon's body so that the two can attack independently. While this can be an effective way for an opposing double team, Ukon Saxon is not used to leaving his body and is much weaker in doing so. When in
someone else's body, they are vulnerable to any injury to the homeowner, in theory allowing the host to commit suicide to kill one of the brothers. After leaving, if one of the brothers is injured, they can join with each other to recover. In this way, their recovery rate is much faster than that of a normal person, but it consumes a large amount of chakras. If the
saxon lay asleep for healing, ukon would be the problem as he is not used to being the lead body. After integrating the DNA of Sakon and Ukon into him, Kabuto accessed this kekkei genkai. [1] References ← Naruto section 585 is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise specified in the community content of page 4. You must be registered to see the
images that I will sink you into an ocean of pain and fear and cause you to live forever, wishing you the bliss of death! Basic Information Name: Kidomaru Nickname: First | Kidomaru East Gate Gender: Male Age: 14 Clan: N/A Appears: Kidōmaru is a dark-skinned shinobi with black hair and eyes, and also has six arms. She wears a black, sleeveless top and
shorts under a tunic that wearing a Sound Four symbol and a rope belt. She also wears her village forehead protector along with arm warmers, shinobi sandals and bandages around her legs. On his back he is carrying a bow and sword pre-made from sticky gold and web threads. Personality: Kidōmaru often sees war as a game and often plays with the
opponent, as he prefers to have fun by seeing the opponent struggle. His speech also reflects that he referred to Neji as a minor character when he fought Neji Hyūga and analyzed his situation using typical game language (level and difficulty). Like other members of the Sound Four, he is extremely arrogant towards his opponents. He is also the only
member of the Voice Quartet who does not have a sense of morality. You should be registered to see images of Village InformationVillage Of Birth: Otogakure Village Alliance: Sunagakure Rank / / Chakra InformationNinja Rank: S-Class Ninja Specialty: Spider Contract | Gold | Archery Elements: Raiton - A | Doton - C | Suiton - D-Rank Your Ninjutsu:
Genjutsu - B | Ninjutsu - Continue | Spider Contract Heaven's Cursed Seal Level 1 Rank : A Type: Supplementary/Defense Range: 30 (-10 per user) Damage: N /A Description: The user partially wills the opening of the cursed seal, ingring it more chakras and more power, because the Senjutsu Chakra contained in the seal is released into a smaller amount of
user body. Patterned red lines from the Cursed Seal on the body of the user course to the user's body cover the bodies with a pattern that repeats as they rise with the chakra. When the state is finished, the lines will be solid black. While active, the seal actively produces and consumes the user chakra to fuel the Senjutsu Chakra into the body. At this stage
the user gains +10 losses and +5 his Taijutsu for his base Ninjutsu. His physical strength is as advanced as his speed. Note: It takes 5 turns. Note: It can be disabled even if it wants to. Note: It can be used once. Kidomaru Techniques D-Rank (Kumo Nento no Jutsu) - Spider Adhesion Saliva Technique Ranking: Type D: Additional Range: Short to Medium
Chakra cost: 10 Damage points: N/A Description: Emitting a stream of spider web from the mouth, kidōmaru will grab them on a nearby opponent, allowing them to swing. Note: Kidōmaru C-rank (Kumo Sōka no Jutsu) - Spider's Web Flower Technique Ranking: Type C: Attack Range: Short to Medium Chakra cost: 15 Points of damage: N/A Description: A
special network of adhesives coming out of Kidoumaru's mouth. These nets, created with a chakra, cling to their prey and do not let it go. The Nets themselves are very small, but can be created in a split second, so it is possible by raising the catch rate by a few spitting in a row. It is a useful technique against multiple enemies. Anyone caught by a two-tiered
net plastered a wall or tree behind them. Note: Only available by Kidōmaru. (Kumo Sōkei no Jutsu) - Spider Web Field Technique Ranking: Type C: Additional Range: Short - Long Chakra cost: 15 Points of Damage: N/A Description: Kidōmaru can instantly detect the approach of enemies stupid enough to touch by sending chakras through cobwebs. These
threads spread in all directions and are too sensitive to go unnoticed, even the slightest discomfort of the air. Also, the threads are very thin, they can be hard to see, yet the steel wires are stronger. This technique is especially useful in enemy territory when Kidōmaru needs to rest while still on his toes. Note: Only available by Kidōmaru. (Kumo Nenkin no
Jutsu) - Spider Sticky Gold Technique Rank: Type C: Additional Range: Short - Long Chakra cost: 15 Damage points: N/A Description: Kidōmaru used this technique to harden the gold metal he released like sweat. This the struggle created from this process is the core of his style. This metal hardens like steel on contact with air, so kidōmaru can create
weapons suitable for any battle by chewing in its mouth and changing its shape. Because it hardens instantly, direct attacks from afar are possible. Note: Kidōmaru (Kumo Shibari no Jutsu) - Spider Binding Technique Ranking: Type C: Additional Range: Short Chakra cost: 15 Damage points: 30 Description: After a single hand seal, the user collects the
spider weaving into his mouth, Kidōmaru spits it into a wide web pattern. This network can surround its enemies and connect them to a nearby surface. The chakra flows through the web, so it's hard to escape it. Note: Only available by Kidōmaru. (Burū jorogumo) - Blue Joro Spider Rank: Type C: Additional Range: Short - Long Chakra cost:15 Damage
points: N/A Description: hand seals Ram → Dog → Rat uses this technique only by caller or called spiders web manipulation. When used by spiders, the web hardens the spreading spike. The caller can also cart call a net through their mouths and direct them to things like nets to entrap opponents. Note: Only spider contract B-Rank (Kumo Mayu no Jutsu) -
Spider Cocoon Technique Ranking: Type B: Additional Range: Short Chakra cost: 20 Damage points: N/A Description: This technique can be used by members who own the web cocoon around the opponent, leaving him immobile and open for other jutsu. The stickiness comes from Kidōmaru mixing his chakra with bodily fluid. The technique is so refined
that even after leaving his body, his chakra will continue to flow through the thread to keep his opponent in place. Note: Only available by Kidōmaru (Kumosōkai no Jutsu) - Spider's Web Unrolling Technique Ranking: Type B: Additional Range: Short to Medium Chakra cost: 20 Points of Damage: N/A Description: A network that captures and includes all
enemies attacking from the front. Kidōmaru catches his enemy off guard by releasing him while he is in the air. It quickly covers a wide area of the web by spreading the ball of thread with its six legs. Even chakra-instilled threads cannot be cut with a dagger. Sticky and elastic threads are so strong that even an elephant that attracts each end will not break
them. The enemy is a muscle squin, let alone able to resist. After their captured fate is in Kidōmaru's hands. Also, according to Kidōmaru, it can hold more than five tons. This web can only be destroyed by the use of Gentle Fist. Note: Only available by Kidōmaru. (Amagumo no jutsu) - Rain Spiders Technique Ranking: Type B: Additional Range: Short to
Medium Chakra cost: 20 Points of damage: N/A Description: Kidōmaru Kyodaigumo (giant spider) called after, will release The egg ply full of baby spiders is roughly the size of a small dog. Kidōmaru cuts the pedesta and causes it to rain down on his opponent. When the spiders fell, each of them would come out of a thread so that they would surround the
opponent with weavings and fix them to the ground. The meth power includes B-Rank and the sack contains about 20 spiders. Note: Only available by Kidōmaru. A-Rank (Nenkin no Yoroi) - Sticky Gold Rank Armor: A Kind: Additional Range: Short Chakra cost: 30 Points of Damage: N/A Description: By throwing Sticky Gold out of its pores, Kidōmaru can
create a temporary armor that can block the once oxygen-exposed chakra and even block the Hyuuga clan's special taijusu style, Gentle Fistula style. (however, this can be easily broken by a strong enough attack of the same rank or above, as the armor hardens) Note: Only available by Kidōmaru. Background InformationHistory: Kidōmaru made his first
appearance with the rest of the Sound Four by installing a barrier to prevent others from getting involved in Orochimaru's fight against The Third Hokage. He and the rest of the Sound Four later accompanied orochimaru as he fled. Kidōmaru used the Spider Binding technique to prevent Konoha ANBU from following them. The Voice Quartet accompanied
Sasuke Uchiha when he decided to join the side with Orochimaru. After the Sasuke Rescue Team found the Sound Four after leaving Chōji behind to deal with Jirōbō, Kidōmaru let his friends get in front of him while he was caught and playing with his followers. Because Naruto could use shadow clones, Kidomaru decided to kill him first. Kidōmaru slowly
chose the clones and tried to find the real one. When the shadow clones came out, he attacked the real Naruto Kidōmaru from behind. He grabbed and grabbed Naruto and tried to kill him, but he was stopped by Neji, who freed him and used Kidōmaru's gentle fist to free everyone. Neji went to war with Kidōmaru after the others left. Kidōmaru was sure he
could kill Neji very quickly at first, but he was eventually defeated by him. Abilities Unique Body Kidōmaru has a unique body structure that should be registered to see other You images. He has two extra colas, which gives him a total of eight extensions related to spider contact. These allow them to add power or variety to their attacks, hold multiple vehicles,
perform multiple tasks at the same time, and create multiple hand seals at the same time. You can also use multiple arms to attract its bowstring of incredible tension, greatly increasing the power of the arrows. He also has a third eye on his face, often obscured by the protector of his althought. In a serious war, he'd reveal the eye. This significantly increases
eye perception and accuracy, ability to determine that the enemy is vital. with the arrow. Spider Webs and Sticky Gold Kidōmaru have the ability to make cobwebs by infinging his saliva or sweat with the chakra. These sewing threads are extremely sticky, yet durable and elastic. This is because its chakra constantly flows through the nets and they can be cut
off by normal means such as kunai. You can use them to tie them up, trap them, even just perceive enemies. However, Gentle Fist can cut them, as the fighting style is based on using the user's chakra to attack precise points. You can also create a thick golden liquid hardened into a chakra blocking metal in contact with air. By chewing the cobweb fluid
inside his mouth, he can make it more solid and gum-like, allowing him to create fern guns. However, this hardened material can instead be released with sweat pores and manufactured into a body-plated armor that can be completely defended against physical attacks, throwing metal, and even chakra-based attacks, such as Gentle Fist. Finally, he can
create his particularly deadly bows and arrows that can shatter trees when he shoots. Picture: Images that must be recorded to see images Theme Song and Background Music must be registered to see: Battle Status Won: 1000 Lost: -1000 ~Approved ~ Held by a final moderator: April 6, 2014 Cool bio , btw there 14 , It is confirmed that I want to fight my
tayuya bio ? Reactions: Shadow Table Nice and clean ^^ great bio ! The title is Sakon and Ukon and Biography Kidomaru. A better mode &gt;_&gt; Nice bio^^ by asking what Zen said ... Cool bio though Kidoumaru? Beautiful. With Typhon's biography of Oro, you need to make some friends and create the five voices. xD xD
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